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though now-a-days very few adopt it. Was it not about
China that a missionary deputation some thirty years ago
waited on the late Lord Salisbury and asked the protection
of the British gun-boats for carrying their message to the
unwilling Chinese? Then the late noble Marquess had to
tell the missionaries that, if they sought the protection of
the British arms, they must submit to international obliga-
tions and curb their missionary ardour. He reminded them
that the Christians of old, if they penetrated the remotest
regions of the earth, expected no protection save from God
and put their lives in constant danger. In the case quoted
by the New York Nation, the missionaries, according to the
report, have reverted to the ancient practice.
The American Government, however, so long as it
retains its present character,   can only give the  answer
they are reported to have given. That the answer betrays
the evil of the modern system is another matter. The Ame-
rican prestige depends not upon its moral strength but upon
force. But why should the whole armed force of America
be mobilized for the so-called vindication of its honour or
name? What harm can accrue to the honour of America
if twenty-five missionaries choose to go to China uninvited
for the sake of delivering their message and get killed in the
act? Probably it would be the best thing for their mission.
The American Government by its interference could only
interrupt the full working of the law of suffering. But self-
restraint of America would mean a complete change of out-
look. Today defence of citizenship is a defence of national
commerce, i.e., exploitation. That exploitation presupposes
the use of force for imposing commerce upon an unwilling
people. Nations have, in a sense, therefore, almost become
gangs of robbers, whereas they should be a peaceful combi-
nation of men and women united for the common good of
mankind. In the latter case, their strength will lie not in
their skill in the use of gunpowder, but in the possession of
superior moral fibre. The action of the twnety-five mis-
sionaries is a dim shadow of reconstructed society or even
reconstructed nations. I do not know whether they carried
out their principle into practice in every department of life.
I need hardly point out that, in spite of the threat of the

